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Abstract—High throughput satellites rely on the reuse of spectrum across different beams. To this end, beams are synthesized
by complex array fed reﬂectors. Multiuser techniques such as
precoding can make viable an aggressive reuse of the spectrum,
even to the point of facilitating the path towards full frequency
reuse deployments. This entails a high demand on the feeder
link, which needs to be provisioned by multiple gateways in
order to accommodate all the throughput. As a consequence,
spectrum needs to be also reused by the different gateway-tosatellite links, potentially causing inter-feeder link interference
in addition to the user link multiple beam interference. This
paper addresses jointly the interference in both user and feeder
links by proposing two novel precoding techniques. An analysis is
provided to account for the additional degradation coming from
the co-channel interference in the feeder link.
Index Terms—Multibeam satellite systems, multi-gateway
transmission, Inter-feeder links interference, MIMO precoding.

outages due to atmospheric effects [5]. In this regard, multiple
gateways that reuse the feeder link resources to distribute
the communication capacity can be the preferred solution,
by means of very directive antennas [6, 7]. Some additional
beneﬁts of a multiple gateway architecture include:

I. I NTRODUCTION

However, even with highly directive antennas the feeder links
are partially interfering when each feeder link reuses the
same frequency resources [6], in what is referred to as interfeeder link interference. Therefore, the transparent feeder link
assumption might not be valid anymore in contrast to the usual
assumption in previous works [7], and careful evaluation is
needed.
To cope with the increased level of interference in both
feeder and user links, this work studies the forward link of
a multiple gateway multibeam satellite system architecture
where each gateway handles a set of beams. In contrast to
previous works, we show that the impact of inter-feeder link
interference changes the nature of the problem and can lead
to a signiﬁcant degradation of the average output Signal to
Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR) on the coverage area.
In consequence, we design especially tailored Multiple Zero
Forcing (M-ZF) and Multiple Minimum Mean Square Error
(M-MMSE) precoding techniques to account for both user link
and feeder link interference, and with each gateway computing
part of the full precoding matrix.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents an
overview of the system model. The precoding techniques are
presented in Section III. Section IV contains a summary of the
simulation numerical results, with the conclusions provided in
Section V.
The parameters relative to the architecture considered in this
work were provided by the European Space Agency (ESA)
in the framework of a study on next generation multibeam
satellite systems.
Notation: Throughout this paper, the following notation will

The use of multibeam broadband satellite systems have
increased during the last few years, in an effort to keep up
with the demand for higher throughput. A large number of
beams is deployed on the coverage area so spectrum can be
better exploited [1].
In this context, full frequency reuse pattern among beams
is a promising scheme in order to increase available bandwidth resources. However, multibeam interference becomes
the bottleneck of the communication, asking for interference
mitigation techniques. Different studies have been made in the
last years to apply precoding and multiuser detection in the
forward and return link, respectively [2, 3].
On the other hand, as the number of beams increases, the
ground and space units need to exchange higher volumes of
data over the feeder link coming from all the feed signals
on the satellite antenna. If the number of feeds is higher
than the number of antennas, some on-board beamforming
can be applied to reduce the number of signals to exchange
with the ground, as shown in [4] and [9]. Even though this
beamforming takes place on-board the satellite, the potential
savings in throughput requirement for the feeder link are
limited, and some other alternatives are needed. Another
proposed solution would be to move feeder links into the
Q/V bands, but this requires expensive site diversity to tackle
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Lower signal processing complexity, since each gateway
handles a smaller number of beams.
Increased reliability. In case of gateway failure, trafﬁc
can be rerouted through other gateways to avoid service
outage.
Backhauling cost reduction. Satellite service providers
such as TV operators or Internet providers ﬁnd valuable
a set of gateways which are geographically distributed,
so they can use that closer to their premises.

be adopted. Boldface uppercase letters denote matrices and
boldface lowercase letters refer to column vectors. (.)H and
(.)T denote Hermitian transpose and transpose matrices, respectively. IN builds the N × N identity matrix. [A]i,i and
[A]i,j with i = j represent the block diagonal and off-diagonal
submatrices of A, respectively. Boldface 0 refers to an allzero matrix. Aij represents the (ith, jth) element of matrix A
and (A)K×K denotes a submatrix of A of size K × K. diag
represents a diagonal matrix. Finally, E{.} and ||.|| refer to the
expected value operator and the Frobenius norm, respectively.

that throughout this paper we consider an identical number of
signal streams at the feeder link of each gateway so that
Nt  N1 = ... = Nm = ... = NF

(3)

where N(.) denotes the number feeder link resources at each
gateway and Nt represents the equal number of feeder link
signal streams at any gateway. Then, matrix Hf can be

II. S YSTEM D ESCRIPTION
Consider the forward link of a multiple gateway multibeam satellite communication system, where a single geosynchronous satellite with multibeam coverage provides broadband services to a large set of users. To this end, the satellite
is equipped with an array fed reﬂector antenna, whose number
of elements/feeds is denoted by N . The number of beams is
denoted by K with
K ≤ N,
(1)
and the users are assumed to be uniformly distributed within
the beams. By employing a Time Division Multiplexed (TDM)
scheme, at each time instant a total of K single antenna
users, one per beam, is simultaneously served by a satellite
relaying the data to Earth through a set of F gateways. In
this context, each gateway serves a set of adjacent beams, and
the corresponding routing between feeder links and antenna
feeds is performed on the satellite. Even though the feeder link
antennas are highly directive, a complete isolation between
the different feeder links may not be realistic, giving rise to
some interference on top of the existing among the beams. The
feeder link is also affected by the atmospheric fading caused
by rain attenuation, and some theoretical and experimental
results are already available [5]-[6]. However, to the authors’
knowledge no previous contributions exist on the inter-feeder
link interference problem for multiple gateway settings, and
this will be the focus of this work. Additional simulation work
would be needed to quantify the impact of the feeder links
fading.
In such scenario, the signals at the terminals can be modeled
as
y = Hu Hf x + n
(2)
where y is a K × 1 vector containing the symbols received by
K users, one per beam, at a given time instant. N × 1 vector
x denotes the stack of the transmitted signals at all feeds.
The K × 1 vector n contains the stack of zero mean and unit
variance Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) such that
E{nnH } = IK . The matrix Hf of size N ×N models the interfeeder links interference for a given frequency reuse pattern.
Let Nm denote the number of signal streams which needs to
be transmitted through the feeder link from the m-th gateway
to the satellite. Typically, those streams are transmitted in a
frequency multiplexed fashion in the feeder link, such that
the required bandwidth is directly proportional to Nm . Note

Fig. 1: The feeder link channel matrix decomposition for three
gateways where each gateway generates an individual feeder
link. Each block is a Nt × Nt submatrix of Hf .
described by a set of submatrices [Hf ]i,j for i = 1, . . . , F and
j = 1, . . . , F . These submatrices, with dimension Nt × Nt ,
model the inter-feeder link interference, so that each entry
of [Hf ]i,j , when i = j, quantiﬁes the interference power
level between the i-th and the j-th gateway. The amount of
interference will be parameterized as follows:
[Hf ]i,i = INt ,
[Hf ]i,j = ρi,j ENt

(4)
i = j,

(5)

for i = 1, . . . , F and where ENt is a Nt × Nt matrix whose
entries are equal to one. Moreover, ρi,j is a parameter that
models the overall interference gain level between i-th and
j-th gateway feeder links. The larger ρ the larger feeder link
interference is considered. For the sake of clarity, Figure 1
shows the decomposition of Hf for three gateways.
The user link channel Hu can be decomposed as follows:
Hu = DW

(6)

where:
• D is assumed to be a K ×K diagonal matrix which takes
into account the atmospheric fading in the user link such
that


1
1
(7)
D = diag √ , ..., √
A1
AK

•

where Ak denotes the rain attenuation affecting the
transmission to user k.
W is a K × N matrix which models the feed radiation
patterns, the path loss, the receive antenna gain and the
noise power. The (k, n)-th entry of W is modeled as
wkn =

WR gkn
√
k B TR B W

4π dλk

(8)

where WR2 denotes the user receive antennas power gain.
gkn is referring to the gain (in power) from feed n to the
k-th user, such that the respective feed transmit gain is
10 log10 (|wkn |2 ) if expressed in dBi. Finally, dk is the
distance between the k-th user and the satellite, λ the
carrier wavelength, kB the Boltzmann constant, TR the
receiver noise temperature, BW the carrier bandwidth.
The reader can refer to [9] for a more detailed description of
the user link channel model.
We will assume that every gateway can acquire perfect
Channel State Information (CSI) about all gateways to user terminals, and that full frequency reuse is employed for both user
beams and feeder links. Interference mitigation schemes have
been proposed to reduce the impact of the high interference on
the communication due to the aggressive frequency reuse. Due
to their limited complexity, we will focus on linear schemes, in
particular ZF and MMSE [10], to design the N ×K precoding
matrix T which is used to synthesize x in (2):
x = Ts

III. P RECODING DESIGN
This section shows the steps to design M-ZF and MMMSE precoders which have to cope simultaneously with
interference in both user and feeder links in a multiple gateway
structure. Each gateway handles a reduced number of beams,
and the following assumptions will be made to simplify the
derivations:
• The number of on-board feed signals and feeder link
streams, denoted by Non-board feed and Nfeeder link , respectively, are identical. Nfeeder link determines the number of
total streams which need to be transmitted in the feeder
link from F gateways. The satellite is equipped with
F feeder link receivers and the feeder link streams are
demultiplexed and routed with an identical number of
on-board feed signals, i.e. Non-board feed , at the array fed
reﬂector.
• Each gateway serves a set of adjacent users and beams
which we will refer to as a cluster of beams. In other
words, a cluster consists of a set of adjacent beams which
are served by a single individual gateway. Therefore, there
is an equal number of gateway and clusters. Additionally:
– All clusters serve an identical number of beams. For
instance, since the number of served beams in m-th
cluster is denoted by Km , for a total number of F
clusters we have that
Kt  K1 = ... = Km = ... = KF

(9)

where s is the transmit symbol vector such that the k-th entry
of s is the constellation symbol destined to the k-th user with
E{ssH } = IK .

(10)

•

The matrix T is obtained for both ZF and MMSE cases as

−1
√
TZF = αHH HHH
(11)
TMMSE =

√


−1
αHH HHH + IN

(12)

where
H  Hu Hf .

(13)

The parameter α is such that the total power constraint P is
met, that is,
E{||Hf x||2 } = trace(Hf TTH HH
f ) ≤ P.

(14)

We assume that the transmitted power is managed by a Traveling Wave Tube Ampliﬁers (TWTAs) architecture, with ﬂexible
allocation of power to beams [8] and the computationally
complex power allocation schemes are out of the scope of
this paper.
Next section describes how precoding matrices in (11) and
(12) should be obtained in a multiple gateway architecture.

Note that an identical number of signal streams at
the feeder link of each gateway/cluster is considered
(see Equation (3)).
– In a given time instant (e.g, at TDMA scheme), only
a single user per-beam is served.
K̄m denotes the number of users served by other clusters
different from m-th cluster, so that
K̄t  K̄1 = ... = K̄m = ... = K̄F

•

•

(15)

(16)

and Kt + K̄t = K, with Kt < K̄t .
Vector sm denotes the symbols addressed to the users
served by the m-th gateway, with all symbols grouped in
vector s:


H
H H
.
(17)
s = sH
1 , ..., sm , ..., sF
Gateways do not exchange symbols, so that the m-th
gateway has just access to the symbols in sm .
N̄m denotes the number of feeder links resources which
need to be transmitted from adjacent feeder links of m-th
gateway to the satellite (i.e. white submatrixes in Fig. 1).
For F gateways it is assumed that
N̄t = N̄1 = ... = N̄m = ... = N̄F

(18)

where Nt + N̄t = N and
Nt < N̄t

(19)

In the multiple gateway architecture under study, precoding is
designed to mitigate intra-cluster, inter-cluster and inter-feeder

links interference. Considering m-th cluster, the intra-cluster
interference refers to the interference received by each beam
located into the m-th cluster from other users/beams in the
same cluster (i.e. m-th cluster). In addition, the interference
generated by a beam belonging to the m-th cluster on beams in
other clusters is known as inter-cluster interference. The interfeeder link interference at m-th gateway refers to the level of
interference leaked from the feeder link of adjacent gateways.
In this context, considering the decomposition of matrix H
m
in (13), Hm
u = (Hu )Km ×Nm and Hf = (Hf )Nm ×Nm with
m = 1, ..., F are submatrices obtained by selecting Km × Nm
and Nm ×Nm of Hu and Hf and represent the corresponding
channel of the beams located in m-th cluster and the the feeder
link signals required to employ in order to transmit signal from
m-th gateway to the satellite, respectively. On the other side,
m
H̄m
u = (H̄u )K̄m ×Nm and H̄f = (H̄f )N̄m ×Nm denote the
K̄m × Nm and N̄m × Nm submatrices obtained of Hu and
Hf and indicate the interference received from beams located
in m-th cluster on adjacent clusters/beams and inter feeder link
interference imposed from m-th gateway to adjacent gateways,
respectively. Besides, Tm of size Nm × Km refers to the
precoder in m-th gateway. We assume gateways are connected
together by optical links so that the m-th gateway has access
to
m
m
• Hu and Hf through m-th cluster
m
m
• H̄u and H̄f via adjacent gateways.
Note that the same approach can be extended for the rest of
gateways and clusters. Then, the signal model in (2) for a total
number of F gateways and clusters can be written as
⎛
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(20)
For the design of the precoder matrices, H in (20) is decomposed as expressed in the Remark 1, where each gateway
serves Kt beams via Nt feeds. As illustration, Figure 2 depicts
the block diagram and channel decomposition for three gateways and clusters. For design purposes, the precoding matrices
in (20) are conveniently decomposed, for m = 1, ..., F , as
Tm = Tam Tbm

(21)

where Tam is designed to mitigate the inter-feeder link
interference at the m-th gateway, and Tbm targets the interand intra-cluster interference at the m-th gateway.

Remark 1: Decomposition of matrix H for F gateways.
Matrix H
Data: Nt = N1 = ... = Nm = ... = NF
Data: N̄t = N̄1 = ... = N̄m = ... = N̄F
Data: Kt = K1 = ... = Km = ... = KF
Data: K̄t = K̄1 = ... = K̄m = ... = K̄F
Result: Decomposition of Hu and Hf
initialization Hf ;
for m=1, ... ,F do
Calculate
m,m
= INt
[Hm
f ]
m m,j
[Hf ]
= ρm,j ENt
m = j
Then;
for m=2, ... ,F do
Cluster/gateway
  1:
H1u = Hu Kt ×Nt
 
H1f = Hf N̄t ×Nt = INt
 
H̄1u = Hu K̄t ×Nt


H̄1f = Hf N̄t ×Nt
Cluster/gateway
  2 to F:
Hm
=
Hu Km ×Nm
u
Km  (m − 1)(Kt + 1) : mKt
Nm  (m
 − 1)(Nt + 1) : mNt
Hm
=
Hf Nm ×Nm = INt
f
where;
H̄m
u =
H̄m
f =

H̄m,1
u
H̄m,2
u

K̄m ×Nm

H̄m,1
f
H̄m,2
f

N̄m ×Nm

so that;  
H̄m,1
= Hu 1:(m−1)Kt ×Nm
u
 
H̄m,2
= Hu mKt +1:K×Nm
u
 
H̄m,1
= Hf 1:(m−1)Nt ×Nm
f
 
H̄m,2
= Hf mNt +1:N ×Nm
f
repeat;

The design of Tam can be established by the concept of
null space projection in linear algebra. In fact, we use the null
space of H̄m
f to be ensure that
H̄m
f Tam = 0

(22)

Unfortunately, as noted earlier, N̄m > Nm , so that the null
space of matrix H̄m
f is empty. To cope with this problem, we
resort to a regularized version of matrix H̄m
f :
= Htf Ht,H
+ IN
Hreg,m
f
f

Htf =

Hm
f
H̄m
f

(23)


(24)

where this regularized version of a matrix was previously
applied for terrestrial networks in [12].
is of size N × N . Let us construct H̄reg,m
Now, Hreg,m
m
f
(which denotes the regularized version of H̄m
f ) by selecting
so that the singular
last (N − Nm ) rows of matrix H̄reg,m
f
decomposition entails
reg,m

Σ̄f
= Ūreg,m
H̄reg,m
f
f

(V̄freg,m V̄f0,m )H

(25)

. Then,
where V̄f0,m represents the null space of matrix H̄eq,m
m
the design of Tam can be expressed as
Tam = V̄f0,m .

(26)

Once the feeder link interference is accounted for, the secondstage precoder design is completed by addressing the inter
and intra-cluster interference parameterized by Hu . The corresponding M-ZF and M-MMSE precoders for the m-th gateway
are written as follows [6]:
TZF
b,m =
MMSE
Tb,m

=

√

√

0,m
0,m H
m,H
αm V̂u0,m (V̂u0,m )H Hm,H
(Hm
u
u V̂u (V̂u ) Hu

0,m
0,m H
m,H
m 0,m
0,m H
m,H
αm V̂u (V̂u ) Hu
(Hu V̂u (V̂u ) Hu

The parameter αm is such that


H m,H
≤ Pm
trace Hm
f Tm Tm Hf

−1

,
(27)


+ INm

−1

(28)

m

Fig. 2: Multiple gateway system architecture and block diagram of three gateway and clusters.
IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS

(29)

with Pm denotes the total transmit power by Nm feeds.
Note that, similarly to the feeder link channel, we can use
the null space of matrix H̄m
u to avoid intra and inter-cluster
interference at m-th gateway and guarantee H̄m
u Tm = 0.
keeping in mind that H̄m
u is of size K̄m × Nm , obtaining
the null space of H̄m
u depends on the different values of Nm
and K̄m :
• K̄m < Nm , employing Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) on H̄m
u leads to
m
m 0,m H
H̄m
u = Ûu Σ̂u (V̂u V̂u )

.

(30)

where V̂u0,m denotes the null space of matrix H̄m
u .
m
• K̄m > Nm , the null space of matrix H̄u is empty. The
solution to ﬁnd the null space of matrix H̄m
u is resemble
to the H̄m
f in (23).
Not only this is interesting but also this is important to point
out that in order to reject inter-cluster and inter-feeder links
interference, the Tm requires perfect CSI from other gateways,
leading to large system resources overhead. In contrast to previous works, this paper proposed the case where a two-stage
precoding scheme alleviates the exchange of CSI among the
gateways with respect to a one-shot precoding computation.
In fact, for the two-stage case m-th gateway needs to obtain
m
CSI of sub-matrices H̄m
u and H̄f of channel matrices Hu
and Hf . However, designing one-stage precoding implies each
gateway must obtain the global channel matrix combination
H = Hu Hf .
As expected, accounting for the feeder link non-ideality can
only degrade the performance with respect to the conventional
transparent feeder link assumption. A formal proof is provided
in the Appendix A.

In order to further compare the performance of the proposed
scenarios in this study, Monte Carlo simulations have been
carried out. The simulation setup is based on an array fed
reﬂector antenna which has been provided by ESA in the
framework of SatNEx III project. In this context, the number
of feeds is assumed to be N = 155 and K = 100 beams are
covering the whole Europe area. The feeder link signal streams
are the same as the on-board feed signals at the satellite.
Results have been averaged for a total of 500 user link channel
realizations, for a user link total available bandwidth of 500
MHz (in Ka band). Moreover, the bandwidth is divided into
M = 12 carriers. Still, the results will be presented for the
total bandwidth (i.e. by summing the contribution of each
carrier) and as a function of the total power denoted by
PT which accounts for the transmit power of all carriers,
that is PT = M P . P denotes the power budget that is
distributed among the transmit beams. The rest of simulation
parameters are indicated in Table I. As channel impairments,
only atmospheric fading, with statistics corresponding to the
city of Amsterdam, is considered.
For the sake of illustration, we assume the following simple
inter-feeder link interference model for matrix Hf :
[Hf ]i,i = INt ,
[Hf ]i,j = ρ|i−j| ENt

(31)
i = j,

(32)

for i = 1, . . . , F and j = 1, . . . , F . The parameter ρ ∈ [0, 1]
quantiﬁes the amount of interference as a decreasing function
of the gateway index difference.
As performance metrics, the SINR per user was computed,
and then the corresponding spectral efﬁciency was obtained
from the DVB-S2x standard [14]. The simulation results include also the availability based on the cumulative distribution

TABLE I: USER LINK SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter
Satellite height
Satellite longitude, latitude
Earth radius
Feed radiation pattern
Number of feeds N
Number of beams
User location distribution
Carrier frequency
Total bandwidth
Number of carriers M
Atmospheric fading
Roll-off factor
User antenna gain
Multibeam satellite antenna gain

Value
35786 km (geostationary)
10◦ East, 0◦
6378.137 Km
Ref: [13]
155
100
Uniformly distributed
20 GHz (Ka band)
500 MHz
12
Rain fading
0.25
41.7 dBi
Ref: [13]

function (CDF) of the SINR. In this case, the instantaneous
availability indicator for the k-th user is given by
Ak = g(γk )

(33)

which is equal to 0 if the user is unavailable, i.e., if its
instantaneous SINR is lower than that required by the lowest
ModCod of DVB-S2x, γk < −2.85dB, and is equal to 1
otherwise.
As upper bound reference scenario a multiple gateway architecture is chosen with a transparent feeder-link. Full frequency
reuse in this reference scenario is addressed by M-ZF precoding at each gateway so that the signal model is expressed in (2),
considering Hf = IN . In this context, the precoding technique
in (21) for m-th gateway (respectively for all gateways with
m = 1, ..., F ) can be rewritten as
Tm = Tbm

m = 1, . . . , F

(34)

where Tbm is expressed in (27) so that Tam = INm would
be sufﬁcient.
As lower bound scenario, the m-th gateway employs a conventional ZF precoder which is only able to cope with intra-cluster
interference:
√
m m,H −1
Tm = Tbm = αm Hm
)
m = 1, . . . , F.
u (Hu Hu
(35)
m
Thus, interference parameterized by H̄m
and
H̄
,
both
interu
f
feeder link and inter-cluster interferences, respectively, are
not considered for the precoding design. For the simulations
F = 14 gateways/clusters were considered, with each cluster
containing seven or eight beams. Note that the analysis in
Section III assumed an identical number of beams per cluster;
in practice, this can be easily extended to heterogeneous
conﬁgurations as the one provided by ESA. The performance
of both M-ZF and M-MMSE precoders characterized by
Equations (26-28) is illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3
(left) depicts the total throughput of the satellite. As illustrated,
the proposed precoding schemes provide a signiﬁcant gain
with respect to the conventional ZF scheme (i.e, lower bound
scenario) in (35). This is due to the enhanced capability to
cope with the inter/intra user cluster and inter-feeder link
interference at each gateway. For this ﬁgure, the amount of
feeder link interference corresponds to ρ = 1 in (32). The
improvement can be also noticed from the corresponding

availability plots in Figure 3 (right) with the throughput gain
matching the availability improvement. It is easily seen that
the availability of the system with new proposed design of
M-ZF and M-MMSE precoders is much closer to the upperbound scenario than the lower-bound reference and this is due
to a signiﬁcant reduction of inter/intra user cluster and interfeeder link interference at each gateway.
Figure 4 compares the results of the proposed precoding
schemes considering that each gateway receives interference
from 1 to 5 gateways. The transmit power is set to PT =
30dBW . Evidently, even with only one interfering gateway,
the average spectral efﬁciency signiﬁcantly decreases with
respect to the ideal feeder-link scenario. Nevertheless, a signiﬁcant improvement comes from the use of M-ZF and MMMSE at the gateways to ﬁght the feeder link interference.
For the sake of completeness, Figure 4 also shows the performance of our proposals for different values of ρ. It is justiﬁed
that a large amount of variation ρ in the feeder links leads
to a signiﬁcant degradation of the system performance. In
other words, the higher ρ, the lower throughput (i.e. spectral
efﬁciency) will be. Nevertheless, our proposed M-ZF and
M-MMSE schemes provide a potential advantage in order
to compensate throughput degradation through the impact of
inter-feeder and intra/inter cluster interferences.
Consequently, employing multiple gateway dimension leads
to drastically increase the available feeder link bandwidth
resource. However, the inter-feeder link interference dimension
limits the effectiveness of interference mitigation techniques
and therefore the system throughput is decreased with respect
to the level of interference in the user and feeder links at
multiple gateway architecture.
More elaborate interference mitigation technique based on
collaboration among gateways is left for future works.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have considered the problem of multiple
gateway architecture in the forward link of multibeam satellites, with each gateway handling a set of beams. Under this
context, we proposed novel M-ZF and M-MMSE precoding
schemes for full frequency settings in both feeder and user
links. As a result of the derived scheme, the impact of
the inter-feeder link interference was reduced signiﬁcantly
after increasing the exchanged CSI information among the
gateways.
Finally, the proposed multiple gateway architecture assumed
that a single user per individual beam is served at each time
instant. However, next generation multiple gateway multibeam
satellite communications should be able to operate in a multicast fashion since data from different users is embedded in
the same frame. Precisely, in order to increase the coding
gain, each beam simultaneously serves more than one user
by means of transmitting a single coded frame. This scheme
entails a modiﬁcation of the overall precoding design at each
gateway since more than one spatial signature per beam must
be considered. The extension of the presented results to this
setting is a line of further research.
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A PPENDIX A
It is natural to think that considering impact of feeder and
user link channels jointly can perform worse than considering
user link effect. This statement is analytically proved in this
Appendix.
Let us consider ZF precoding to equalize Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR) among K users. Then, the resulting SNR, computed
from (11) and (14), can be written as
SNR =

P
H
−1 HH )
trace(Hf (HH
f Hu Hu Hf )
f

(36)

where the m subscript has been omitted for the sake of clarity.
Conventionally, a noiseless and perfectly calibrated feeder link
implies:
Hf = IN .
(37)
Then, the signal model in (2) can be rewritten as
y = Hu x + n

(38)

and the precoding matrix in (11) can also be expressed as


√
H −1
.
(39)
T = αHH
u Hu Hu
which yields the following SNR in the coverage area:
SNRnon

P
=
−1
trace(Hu HH
u )

Prior to establishing the relation between the SNR of these
two cases, the following lemma is introduced.
Lemma 1. The U and V are n × n matrices, then

i

λi (UV) ≥



λi (U)λn−i+1 (V)

i = 1, . . . , n. (41)

i

Proof, [12].
With this result, the following theorem can be established.
Theorem 1. For any semi-deﬁnite positive matrix Hf , it
results that
SNRnon ≥ SNR

(42)

Proof. See Appendix B.
Therefore, the system experiences a larger interference since
the effect of interference among gateways on the feeder link
is taken into account.
A PPENDIX B
The following inequality SNR ≥ SNRnon entails that

(40)

H
−1 H
−1
Hf ) ≤ trace(Hu HH
(43)
trace(Hf (HH
f Hu Hu Hf )
u )

First, with the following SVD of the channel matrix Hu =
Uu Φu VH
u , let us simplify the left-hand side of (43) as follows


1
1
−1
trace(Hu HH
=
=
u )
H
H
λk (Hu Hu )
λ
(Φ
k
u Φu )
k
k
(44)
where λk (.) denotes the k-th largest singular value of respective matrix.
Similarly, with Hf = Mf Σf LH
f , the right-hand side in (43)
can be worked out as
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